RSG’s National Panel Survey Offers Insights Into Travel Behavior Changes Caused by COVID-19

RSG launched a nationally representative, longitudinal panel survey to reveal the immediate and lasting effects of COVID-19 on travel behaviors in the United States and quantify how people’s sentiments and choices change over the course of the pandemic. The first wave of the COVID-19 Transportation Insights Panel (TIP) began in May and asked respondents about their current travel behaviors over the previous seven days and in mid-March (before the national emergency declaration). TIP supplements the more geographically focused COVID-19 survey research that RSG is conducting for New York City, Minneapolis–Saint Paul, and other major metropolitan regions.

TIP includes questions designed to elicit information about how people are adapting their commuting, recreation, and shopping behaviors in response to the ongoing pandemic and social distancing guidelines. Questions on telework help quantify the potential permanence of work-from-home arrangements as physical locations slowly reopen across the country. It also includes attitudinal questions to help gauge the public’s perceptions of various health and safety measures in the context of air travel and transit use.

As the pandemic continues, understanding the who underlying observed travel behaviors will become increasingly important. To plan accordingly, metropolitan planning organizations, state departments of transportation, and local planning agencies need to understand how the demand for specific types of travel will change as people’s responses shift over time.

Although aggregate travel information is publicly available from analysis of passively collected data (“big data”), these analyses do not provide the level of geographic or behavioral specificity that planning agencies often require to inform their planning activities. Moreover, these existing data often do not provide information on causal connections that could help agencies anticipate and plan for future scenarios based on specific populations within the regions they serve.

Future TIP waves will collect similar data to facilitate comparison between results and identify trends over time, but new questions may be added (and additional waves commissioned) depending on how long the pandemic continues. RSG is also offering agencies the option to add sample to TIP as part of future waves; agencies may also elect to use their existing email lists or panels to administer a custom panel within their own region.

The first wave of data has already highlighted important trends in behavior that will help inform and shape agencies’ responses. These early insights, some of which are highlighted here, offer a glimpse into what the “new normal” may look like and will aid practitioners seeking to adapt travel demand models and future planning activities to current atypical travel behaviors.
First-wave results reveal the scope and scale of the shifts underway—and hint at lasting changes.

**TELEWORK IMPACTS**

- **63%** of nonessential and **32%** of essential workers are now working remotely/from home.
- **59%** of respondents would prefer to work at home five or more days each week.
- **64%** of those working from home expect they will be allowed to continue to do so.

**RESUMPTION OF AIR TRAVEL**

- **40%** of our respondents said they will likely fly again in the base scenario. The base scenario specified that COVID-19 cases had been decreasing for at least four weeks and stay-at-home orders had been eased. Airports and airlines required passengers to wear masks and disinfected terminals and aircraft daily.

  Additional safety measures raised that percentage to **45%**, with empty seats (to allow for social distancing) being the most popular measure among respondents.

  **More likely to continue flying:** younger, business, frequent, and those who flew to visit friends/relatives in 2019
  **Less likely to continue flying:** age 65+, women

**RESUMPTION OF TRANSIT USE**

- **57%** of our respondents said they will likely use transit again in the base scenario. The base scenario specified that COVID-19 cases had been decreasing for at least four weeks and stay-at-home orders had been eased. Additionally, riders and drivers were required to wear masks and stations and vehicles were disinfected daily.

  Additional safety measures raised that percentage to **61%**. This number jumped to **82%** among respondents who have used transit at least once since March 15.

  **More likely to continue using transit:** African Americans, travelers with incomes below $25K
  **Less likely to continue using transit:** age 75+, incomes above $100K

**WHAT COMES NEXT, AND HOW CAN RSG HELP?**

Future TIP Insights will further explore the scope and scale of the changes underway and highlight discernable longitudinal trends in the data, including whether any statistically significant correlation exists between respondents’ demographic groups and current/expected travel behaviors. Providing practical insights into the who rather than just the what will empower organizations to make informed decisions as the pandemic evolves and adapt their planning and modeling practices to meet the changing travel conditions and behaviors accordingly. We can guide the complex decision-making required to connect these insights to their current practices to deliver actionable results.

**Stringent safety measures deter frequent flyers.**

- Airlines and airports are going to great lengths to convince travelers that it is safe to fly by adopting mask requirements for passengers and crew and stepping up sanitization procedures. However, processes that require additional time to check in and board actually reduced the stated likelihood that the most frequent travelers would fly. Such measures required arriving an extra hour before boarding. These responses reveal what additional measures passengers will demand, tolerate, or simply reject by not flying.

**Transit can win back more than just transit captives.**

- Transit use plummeted as COVID-19 first spread and more people began to telework. Ridership remains depressed. Interestingly, respondents’ stated likelihood of continuing to use transit is not affected by auto ownership or essential worker status. In other words, those who used transit before March 2020 and say they will return are not just transit captives. This points to opportunities for transit agencies to recapture riders who can use other modes.

**Want to learn more? Contact us to receive a customized survey demonstration.**
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